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RECOLLECTIONS. 

During the late 50's there had been a lot of talk about a change in tactics in dealing 
with the increasing threat to the political movements of the liberation movement. 
However there was nothing specific, in general as far as I can recall. Certainly 
many who were concerned were not necessarily involved in the creation of a 
policy of planned sabotage. 

The tragedy of Sharpville did chc..nge the environment among many groups who 
were now prepared to look at, if not participate in any discussions about the future 
of an armed struggle. 

The origins of the National Committee of Liberation emanate from discussions 
held between several people who were incarcerated durin§J the e(nergency of 1960. 
Mike Muller, Goldberg and myself had many discussions. I also raised the ? 

matter with Joe SIOVO:-Harold Wolpe, and later John Lang, and Ernie ntzel. 
J ng a een mvo ve w1 a 10, and was the sort of person 
that was easy to influence in regard to the somewhat romantic view of what we 
were talking a.bout. That he was to prove loyal and enormously helpful cannot be 
denied. Tile members of the Communist party were in favour but because Muller, 
Goldberg and myself were regarded as being only peripheral to the CP, 
discussions were necessarily tangential. 

The three months that I served with Muller and Goldberg in Pretoria Central were 
useful in planning the ideas around a NCL. We dedded that we would meet after 
being released and plan in more detail, as well as recruit various sympathetic 
persons. 

I think that it would be only fair to emphasise that there was a considerable amount 
of najyete iA .01 lftl:li-Aking . Being of an age that had witnessed the rise of the 
Marquis in France during World War 2 , as well as the Italian partagani operation, 
there was a feelin_g that it was possible to recreate the same structures as those 
effective organisations. I think that it was a romantic view, and in hind sight was 
never really thought out as was to become apparent in the ultimate ARM"s sad 
decline. 

On release from goal, and trying to get back to normal life discussions began w 
falter with Muller and GQ!gberg. I recruited various people who became the ground 
base. 
Myrtle who had been in goal for a slightly shorter period was involved on my 
release with all the discussion, but it was decided that in view of the age of our 
children it would be unJNjse fo.r her tQ ~tiHely engaged in any active role other than 
planning. · 



.. 

From Se tember 19 h June 1961 s nderiool<, on behalf the 
ANC • the removal of persons tram Sa• 1th Afiic.a to other parts of A nca. In th Ls 
regard there are several casei of high ri~k thai were undertaken. 

1. The removal of 12 _nurse§ to Botswana en route to to Tanzania. Alan Lipman 
organised a bus from the garage of the Jewish orphanage. Through contact with 
the local "mafia" I r~uested the need to obtain official letter heads fmm the th~n 
Native Affairs Department. I signed the necessary permission being given to th.e 
Botswana authorities, as well as the South African frontier guards to allow the bus 
clearance. I signed the letter as Minister De Wet Nell. 

2. We arranged various exiled persQ.Ds to be taken to Lesotho or Botswana. 

3. We were a.sked to arrange for the safe departure from SA for Robert Gertisa. 
With the help of the late brother Ao~r from the Community of the Resurrection I 
was able to borrow 2 cassocks. With John Lang help we obtained the use of ~n 
aircraft. I flew with Robert to Serowe. Unfortunately I was met by someone from 
fiiecommunity of the Resurrection, who later discovered than not only were we 
not members of the community but that we were not even padres. He was 
extremely annoyed. We still apologise to him, but hope that he understood the 
need for the subterfuge. 

4.1 had a discussion with Nelson Mandela and Walter Sissulu about t.b..e need to 
visit Lesotho for two reasons. 
(a) The King was in need of help with combating dissension from certain forces 
within the country. 
(b) There was increasing difficulty in coping with the arrival of exiles who were not 
being well cared for, and in some cases were being threatened witl1 being returned 
to SA. . 
I drove Walter and Nelson to Lesotho. They had their meetings and sorted matters 
out. On our return we had difficulty with th~ar. I phoned Myrtle wl10 cleverly using 
the name from.Midsummers night Dream ( the yokels Play) which several of us had 
under the tutelage of Cecil Williams played for the inmates of tile Johannesburg 
Fort, managed to get Mannie 6rown to come and fetch us. It was vital that both 
Nelson and Walter shouTcl be in court as they were not supposed to have left the 
country . In addition both of them were still a part of the accused in the Treason 
Trial. 

5. It was during the journey to Lestho that I had discussions with both Nelson and 
Wa!ter about the idea of a NCL. Bqth agreed in principle but felt th2t the 
organisation should have an African name. 

6. There was no approach team tbaCe. o.r A~C following these events, and it was -decided by those who felt it was time to make some sort of demonstration that the 
present form of political opposition could no longer continue . To this end we 
decided that we should attempt to fiod a target that would have some political 
meani.mi, and that would in no way harm any individual. After lots of discussions it 
was divided that the main "pass office" records department would be an ideal 



target. For several weeks we receed the building, and worked out various 
techniques that would be satisfacto_ry to enter tile building, pour petrol over the 
whole of the ground floor, and "beat a hasty retreat". 
The operation was oat completely succQSGful, due to the fat that we could not 
mangeto gain entry. However we poured petrol through the letter box, and · 
managed ignition. The results were obviously partially successful as it checked 
that the remainder of the building was occupied with persons for some weeks after 
the fire sorting out files. There was no reporting of the event except that New AgA 
the CP newspRper having been informed by me did report the iocideot, b, ,t lAiith,HJt 
a_l]y comment. 

7. We sought the necessary information from an engineer who was sympathetic as 
to how we could attack the electricity supply. He pointed out that a pylon was the 
best bet. So without any explosives, and with determination ~roceeded for 
seyeral eights, in a deserted part of the outskirts of Johannesburg, we sawed 
through two arms of a corner pylon. This was a scary operation as it was always 
possible that someone would locate us. However it was finally pushed over, at no 
mean risk to those who djd the pushjng. The effect was very dramatic, as the lights 
in a vast area of the northern side of the city were out for a considerable of time. in 
fact some areas were not switched back until niid day the following day. This event 
though report in the pres!a was still not regarded as political, and the police 
reported it as an accident, desp[it N.e.w Ag.e, and the Raad Daily Mail suggesting 
that it was sabotage. 

8 What became clear after this event was that we could not expect anyone to 
continue with the sawing pylons as it obviously too dangerous. We approached 
anoth r en ineer who was sympathetic who advised here we could obtain 
d namite. 

9. A group of us went to Witbank and climbed an unguarded fence and managed 
to obtain a considerable of long strand dynamit~. With this material we were 
taught how to make a satisfactory bomb. We were also taught how to make a time 
devise. 

At this stage as it was obvious that we already had some e!'(pertise, and that we 
were dedicated to the objective of sabotage as a political weapon against the 
Government . We had an approach from the the about to be formed Umkonto e 
Swazi. It was suggest13d that as they had wanted to announce , 
theformation of their determination to engage in an armed struggle, that a jojnt 

action day would be mare effective than a single organisation at that stag_e. 

We worked out a pmgramme with MK. They were to sabotage certain telephone 
sub stall9ns. We would bring down further pylons, so disrupting further power to 
areas around Johannesburg. A new informant had explained how we crn iid 11se 
explosives to disrupt py!a[ls. To this end we made a device which could be placed 
afihe foot of the pylon and would explode some time later, at night. The choice of 
sight was particularly near industrial areas and would endanger no persons. The 
explosion was successful, but though the legs were blown off. the wires belct lhe 



pylon in position. This was due to the fact that the pylon should have been a corner 
ona. We had been given inc,orrect information that any pylon would not be able to 
withstand the extent of the explosion. False. However there was a lot of damage to 
windo.Y'!s in the area as a result of the explosion, and the effect on the public was • 
one of shock. MK did not manage to complete there side of the arrangemeqts. 
There was a lot of complaining done on both sides about the arrangement, and the 
feeling in ARM circles was that the MK operation had been mishandlei:f. There was 
an unfortunate result from this argument which with hind sigh should have been 
handled better on both sides. The result was that a rift became clear between the 
two organisations, which should never have happened, but a lot of male self pride 
got in the way. 

Shortly after these events I spoke a what was supposed to be closed meeting at the 
African artists Union . Unfortunately Special branch persons were present and I 
was arrested, and kept in goal for 2 days. After the trial some month later having 
been given a 2 iear suspended senteoce my lawyer and I had coffee with then _§£it 
C~e (later to become Col Cotzee) .We asked him why he was h_arassing me, 
he said that he knew that I was not a member of the Communist Party, but knew I 
was up to something. However because of their knowledge of my attitudes and 
feelings, I was top of the list for House arrest. The government had been 
processing through parliament a bill in this· connection. It became apparent to 
Myrtle and myself that my chances of being of any use to the movement was going 
to limited, and indeed would be a hindrance, as well as being a threat to my family. 
We discussed this several people an it was decided that we should live the country. 
This painful decision, now 30 years later being changed. 

f\1\.-~ . 
We left SA a□ the 2 ,lao 19fi?.. In October ot that year I ret1 ,coed ta SA disgqised . It 
hqd been arraoged that wor 1ld attend a meejnt io .Johannesburg to discuss tbe 
future policy of-the Aflli1. While in SA I arranged ta get back farm Swaziland the 
d_§am,te tbat we badhidden. I travelled to D.!:[bqn and met various people who 
were part of the organisation and showed them how to make a timing devise, and 
reccied various places for potential sabotage. 

On my return to the UK it was clear that Myrtle and I could simply act as a resource 
for the movement. We did arrange with a certain contact to get sometdynamirn-;--and 
had it shipped out to SA in a false bottomed box. It was safe becauseoflnefact 
that the plastic dynarnJte could not explode without being detonated, so we felt safe 
in arranging this shipment. But it was only a short time after this that the 
organisation was exposed and so many comrades were caught in the trap. 

From that time onwards, apart from arranging a disastrous training programme for 
an African comrade in Cuba, who was undermined by members of MK in Cuba, 'our 
efforts were directed towards collecting monies for those who were ia goal. When 
years later some of the members came to Britain after being realised, we arranged 
help. . 


